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 statement

My work, mainly three-dimensional, aims to make the socio-political context visible, 
exploring the relationship between power and visibility. 

I make installations and sculptures that deal with the dichotomy of visibility. I 
understand the phenomenon of becoming visible as a conjunction of time and 
space, but mostly as a very fragile moment. I use different kinds of materials such 
as, smoke, plants, glass, clear resins and diverse sources of light, because of its 
fragility. 

Through my practice I explore how art makes visible those elements, which the 
dynamics of power moves out of our range of view. I understand my works as 
gestures that reveal the space and its particular conditions. From this emerges 
the interdependence between them and the space that surrounds them. I address 
interactions between space and human relationships (micropolitics). My practice 
works with the idea of context as a symbolic space, where projects are not simply 
placed but from where they also emerge.
 
My current research is developed in the intersection between art and human 
geography. Extrapolating my previous research around periphery, marginality and 
invisibility into global processes linked to migration, power centres and costs of 
progress in less developed countries. 

I am interested in the frontier as a concept and borders as materiality. I am currently 
developing a visual and conceptual research on the ideas of homeland, nation, and 
territory. I assess these throughout the deconstruction and resignification of existing 
national symbols (i.e. “Geofencing”, “Territory”, “Domain” y “All the countries that I 
know, or a story of celebration and decay”).



 work map



 la vida a pesar de las fronteras

Alonso Gallery, Santiago.

12 collected cracks from the street of Santiago, 12  pavement molds, mosses, and the Chilean Border.

5 x 1.5 m

2020

“La vida a pesar de las fronteras” is a large crack made up of 12 small cracks that 

together form an abstraction of the Chilean geopolitical border. The cracks that 

make it up are real cracks, cast in different parts of the city, and cast into these 

blocks of cement again. This work puts in relation the geopolitical borders and 

cracks, such as wounds and breaks in the territory. Some of the real cracks due to 

the passage of time, welcomed wildlife, as an act of resistance of the plants towards 

the cement. Mosses collected from different parts of the country were implanted in 

the work



 la vida a pesar de las fronteras



 existencia en el borde

Hinterland Galerie, Vienna, Austria.

119 stones collected from Macondo, Vienna, clear nylon wires and the Chilean border 

5 x 1 x 3.5 m

2019

Macondo is the place in Vienna where the first Chilean political refugees from the 

dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet arrived, baptized with that name in the seventies 

by the same community. In “Existencia en el borde”, the geopolitical border of 

Chile is built from 119 stones collected from the grounds of Macondo, installed 

as pendulums from the ceiling of the exhibition space. The result is a mobile and 

fragmented border of Chile.



 existencia en el borde



 all the countries that i know, or a story of celebration and decay

University College London, Main Quad, Londres, Reino Unido.

204 national flags printed in 204 foil balloons, helium and Tilia Cordata.

30 x 15 x 15 m

2019

“All the countries that I know, or a story of celebration and decay” is an installation 

in the public space, in the main quads of University College London. The work 

shows 204 national flags, each one printed on a foil balloon inflated with helium 

gas, spread and tied across the Tilia Cordata tree.

During the exhibition time the balloons struggle with their moorings to be able to fly 

due to the characteristics of helium, and as time passes they begin to decline due 

to the absence of gas. Thus the installation changes every moment.

The origin of this project is to propose a dialogue between the ideas of nation, 

homeland, borders, territories and the superposition of celebratory objects and 

national symbols. Are flags these days a reason for celebration?

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/allthecountries

https://vimeo.com/380105185


 all the countries that i know, or a story of celebration and decay



 domain

Slade School of Fine Art, Londres, Reino Unido.

A sea area and one soldier. Full HD video and for channel sound.

7 x 6 m

2019

“Domain” is a video/sound installation composed by the overhead projection of 

a fragment of the sea guarded by the sound of a soldier marching around the 

perimeter of the projection. The sound was previously recorded with the soldier 

marching in situ and during the exhibition, the sound is projected into the space 

through a four channels system moving the sound between the speakers, so as if 

the soldier was still in the space

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/domain

https://vimeo.com/373591323


 domain



 broken landscapes

Creekside Gallery, London, United Kingdom.

28 Second hand plates, photographic printing with chemicals on ceramics and glue.

5 x 3 m.

2019

“Broken landscapes” responds to a curatorial invitation to create a work in the 

context of BREXIT. It is composed of 28 European landscapes (one for each country 

belonging to the European community). Printed through chemicals on second-hand 

dishes, collected in various markets around Europe. Once the landscapes were 

printed on the plates, the plates and with them the landscapes, were broken and 

recomposed in an impossible effort, revealing the cracks and missing pieces after 

the breaking process.



 broken landscapes



 territory

Woburn Research Centre, London, United Kingdom. 

65 Digital photographs, 65 second-hand frames and a border.

3 x 2.5 m

2018

Interactive installation in which the border of England is built and disassembled by 

65 photographs of railings, taken in England and framed in second-hand frames 

bought in different markets around England. During the exhibition period the 

spectators were invited to remove and take with them the photographs through 

a donation and the signing of a contract in which they agreed symbolically to be 

removing a piece of the England border.

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/teritory

https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/teritory


 territory



 a flag cannot be hoist, or a flag and a crack

Salde School of Fine Art, London, United Kingdom.
 
9 Planters with grass that draw a non-existent border, 1 non-existent flag and an

arduino.

6 x 4 m

2018  

Elements of an imaginary country from which we are all excluded together. (work 

in progress)

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/aflagthatcannotbehoist

https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/aflagthatcannotbehoist


 a flag cannot be hoist, or a flag and a crack



 geofencing

Slade School of Fine Art, London, United Kingdom. 

456 Nylon wires and nails

4 x 7 x 3 m

2017

Geofencing is an almost invisible installation. Clear nylon wires emerge from the 

England flag (Saint Georges cross) creating an impenetrable space.

The flag of England is associated, in the context of the United Kingdom, with the 

right-wing currents linked to nationalism and racism. This work generates a symbolic 

space in which the geopolitical boundaries that this national emblem represents are 

visible. Geofencing, metaphorically replicates in space what happens with identity 

symbols, while creating communion, generate exclusion for those who are not 

part of them. They create impenetrable territories of which their limits, although 

intangible, are access barriers linking.

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/geofencing

https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/geofencing


 geofencing



 estudios sobre el perímetro virtual

Galeria Factoría Santa Rosa, Santiago, Chile. 

612 Nylon wires and nails 

6 x 12 x 3 m

2018

Demographic changes in today’s world urgently require spaces for dialogue where 

thoughts about the ideas of nation, migration, territory, borders and limits can be 

confronted, which are the axis of the artistic research that originates this project.

“Estudio sobre el perimetro virtual” is a three-dimensional installation, which in its 

first version Geofencing (London, 2017), arises from the two-dimensional drawing 

of the English flag (or also known as the cross of St. George) and creates from 

456 threads of Transparent nylon an impenetrable space that visibly reveals the 

immateriality of the limits created by the identity (nationalist) symbols. Replica 

metaphorically in space what they generate, while building a sense of unity, 

generate exclusion for those who are not part of them. For its version in Galería 

Factoría Santa Rosa, this project uses as a starting point the two-dimensional 

drawing of the Chilean flag.

This project is strongly linked to the context where it is located. Particularly this new 

version located in a neighborhood that currently has one of the highest rates of the 

migrant population in the Metropolitan region of Chile.



 estudio sobre el perímetro virtual



 geometría del límite

Galería Posada del Corregidor, Santiago, Chile. 

Construir un límite

Openwork text in metal circle and green light on white wall 

1.6 x 1.6 x 0.4 m

2017

Ejercicio Geométrico I y II

Openwork text in metal circles and red light on white wall / 5 x 20 x 4 m / 2017.

0.8 x 0.8 x 0.3 m. each

2017

“Geometría del Límite” conceptually addresses the boundary as a symbolic space 

and has its origin in an investigation about the center-periphery relationship. It is a 

geometric abstraction of this conceptual and formal space that defines one domain 

from another.

While it is spatially constructed, it divides the exhibition space, generating an interior 

and an exterior. It takes the most recurrent geometric form used in the planning 

of big cities, a circle or ring that defines the urban perimeter and symbolizes the 

asymmetry between the centre and the periphery.

This series of works generates a “space for the limit” that is attenuated through the 

light that expands from its edges, to address the immateriality that defines a border 

between one point and another.



 geometría del límite



 el lugar de la visibilidad

Estación Central, Santiago, Chile .

Maritime container on abandoned square 

2017

“El lugar de la visibilidad” is an eight-month residency project commissioned by the Chilean Ministry of Culture and Arts 

in the borough of Estación Central in Santiago, Chile. The project was constituted by three different stages and its aim 

was, through art, to try to convert two geographical spaces into a neighbourhood, territories into communities.

In the process of the residency, I did different activities with the community of “Gabriela Mistral” and “La Palma”. These 

two contiguous neighbourhoods are in a borough that has a population of 3000 inhabitants, 38% of which are migrants 

from Haiti, Peru, Ecuador, and Bolivia. The abandoned square called “with no name” emerged as the most important 

public space for the community. 

In the third month of the residency, it was inaugurated the “Cultural Container”, a maritime container in which was 

installed an open and communal art space, at “with no name” square, former informal rubbish space. The “Cultural 

Container” generated a physical and temporal space and hosts different manifestations of the neighbours, artistic and 

non-artistic, that as a whole help to build the cultural identity of the community. This space is still running and now it is 

managed by the neighbours. They have a legal identity: “Container Cultural” that owns it.

The following list is a symbolic summary of the project:
 

345 knocked doors in order to disseminate activities.
18 communal “onces” (shared meals)

23537 digital photographs taken
57 hours of video recording

170 hours of workshops
103 times the containers door was opened (during the residency)

4 public spaces intervened
2 squares were recovered

6 links with other neighbourhood associations 
45 ideas of how intervene public spaces

15 trees planted and growing
40 flowers planted and growing 

1 “new artists club” created
1 legal personality “Cultural Container”

125 meters of garlands created by the community
1248 square meters recovered 

1260 new swing movements

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/ellugardelavisibilidad

https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/ellugardelavisibilidad


 el lugar de la visibilidad



 el lugar de la visibilidad



 acerca

“Acerca” is a Spanish word for both, “about“ and “bring together“. In the frame of 

my artist in residency programme of the Chilean Council of Arts in poor areas of 

Santiago, Chile. I have organized a photographic exhibition in which 72 neighbours 

accepted the invitation to share their experiences, lives, spaces, memory, the 

public, the private, the history and the present through images. It is an opportunity 

to get closer and to recognize from the inside about these geographical spaces 

called La Palma and Gabriela Mistral.

The neighbours both migrant and Chilean, have conquered their public space 

through exhibiting their private lives there. This exhibition more than an artistic 

experience is an act of appropriation.

Estación Central, Santiago, Chile. 

2500 Analog photographs, 36 Wooden supports and 72 exhibitor neighbours  

12 x 25 m

2017

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/acerca

https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/acerca


 acerca



 

“The volume of poverty”, is an almost invisible intervention that subtly shows the 

ciphers and definitions of the Chilean poverty. The title is a double reference, on 

one side, to the material condition of the work, you can only see the volume of the 

writing, and on the other side, the ciphers and definitions give the density and an 

overview (without particularities) of this invisible issue of Chilean society.

the volume of poverty

Kunstraum Niederosterreich, Vienna, Austria. 

Clear resin on white wall

3 x 20 m

2016

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/thevolumeofpoverty

https://vimeo.com/245241022


 the volume of poverty



 brave into new times

Magdas Hotel, Vienna, Austria. 

White and photoluminiscent poliuretan on pavement

25 x 50 m 

2016

Brave into new times was commissioned by Caritas Foundation during my three-

month residency programme at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna. 

The hotel where the project is placed is run by refugees in a mixed cultural area of 

Vienna. At that time (May 2016) the same hotel was a voting centre for the second 

round of the presidential Austrian elections in a very polarized political context. 

With the uncertainty whether the far-right or green party will rule the country for the 

next period. 

Brave into new times emerges from an open call in the area that surrounds the 

hotel and its community; its employees (mostly refugees) and neighbours were 

encouraged to write the third stanza of Austrian National anthem which invites to 

“courageously build together, the new Austria” in their own language. After one 

week, the stanza was written by 54 people in 38 different languages.

→ https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/participants   
watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/braveintonewtimes

https://vimeo.com/257091947
https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/braveintonewtimes


 brave into new times



 the periphery is blurry

Fluc, Vienna, Austria. 

Photoluminiscent paint on billboards

5 x 25 m

2016

Six poetic definitions of periphery concept: “la periferia es borrosa” / “the periphery 

is blurry“, “la periferia es oscura” / “the periphery is dark“, “la periferia es lenguaje” 

/ “the periphery is language“, “la periferia es migrante” / “the periphery is migrant“, 

“la periferia es distancia” / “the periphery is distance”, “la periferia es el otro” / “the 

periphery is the other“. Written invisibly with photoluminiscent paint in English and 

Spanish on billboard spaces.

The project is emplaced in an urban area that defines the limit between the 

center and the margin of Vienna, where it is concentrated at this time much of the 

marginality of the city. Appears ephemerally, to the extent that it is activated with 

natural/artificial light.

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/theperipheryisblurry

https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/theperipheryisblurry


 the periphery is blurry



 no es

Fluc, Vienna, Austria. 

Digital Photograph on billboards

5 x 12 m 

2016.



 no es



 mind the gap

Schleifmhülgasse 12-14, Viena, Austria. 

78 Concrete blocks and photoluminiscent paint

0,3 x 0,4 x 8 m

2016

“Mind the gap” is an intervention that speculates about the relationship between 

edge and periphery. It consists of 70 concrete blocks arranged in the gallery as a 

barrier. The installation acts as a boundary that divides the exhibition space and 

generates a margin that defines two areas and the relationship inside-outside /

here-there. 

The phrase: “The limit needs the periphery as much as the periphery needs the 

limit” is carved at the top of the concrete blocks and filled with a photoluminescent 

resin that absorbs daylight and glows in the dark.                  



 mind the gap



 ejercicio de visibilidad

FAXXI, Santiago, Chile. 

neon tubes, lacquered wood structure, alternator  

1.6 x 0.8 x 0.3 m 

2015

“Ejercicio de visibilidad” is a two-dimensional installation/object. This artwork is a 

language exercise, simultaneously, one of visibility. By the alternation of “porque” 

(because) / ”por qué“ (why), the word “poor” changes between adjective/noun. 

Thus, the entire sentence varies from question to statement. (Poor because I do not 

see you / Poor why do not I see you?) and the meaning of the sentence proposes 

the dichotomy of visibility.

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/ejerciciodevisibilidad

https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/ejerciciodevisibilidad


 ejercicio de visibilidad



 nosotros no podemos llamarlos, pero ellos nos llamarán siempre

Galería BECH, Santiago, Chile. 

Candle smoke and clear resin

5 x 20 x 13 m 

2015

“Nosotros no podemos llamarlos, pero ellos nos llamarán siempre” is an intervention 

that paints the entire exhibition space with candle smoke. This action highlights the 

mark as the last possibility of something before its disappearance, before being 

sentenced to silence and forgetfulness. In addition to the candle smoke, poetry 

fragments are revealed in small spaces where the smoke does not penetrate and 

remains on the white wall. These fragments are phrases that both metaphorically 

and physically resist its disappearance and refer to the oblivion to which it has been 

convicted that which has been burned.

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/nosotrosnopodemosllamarlos

https://vimeo.com/130377987


 nosotros no podemos llamarlos, pero ellos nos llamarán siempre



 un himno tiene más que dos estrofas

Casa de la poesía, Havana, Cuba. 

Carved writing on glass plates 

0,5 x 0,5 x 0,1 m 

2015

Built by eight glass sheets. Each plaque has a stanza of the Chilean National 

Anthem carved on it. The work, while revealing the entire content of The Chilean 

National Anthem -usually unknown for the Chilean people- conceals it through the 

superposition of layers. This operation of revelation/hiding acts as a metaphor of 

what happens with symbols when they are revealed, which veil the complex content 

that motivates them. The synthesis of which they are protagonists is a visibility 

issue.



 sobre la aparición

“Sobre la aparición” is a two-dimensional installation on the ceiling of the principal 

corridor of San Alejandro Fine Arts Academy. It consists in the repeated writing of 

the 3rd stanza of the Chilean National Anthem (sung in the Chilean dictatorship). 

Written with photoluminescent paint, which absorbs the light and appears in the 

darkness. Following the natural function of the material, the work appears according 

to the lighting conditions, reaching its maximum appearance in the darkness. 

12th Havana Biennial, Havana, Cuba.

Photoluminiscent paint on white paint 

35 x 7 m 

2015

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/sobrelaaparicion



 sobre la aparición



 un himno tiene más que dos estrofas



 border

San Alejandro National Academy of Fine Arts, Havana, Cuba. 

Installation, Light Box controlled by Arduino, 5 mini projectors (pvc tubes, LED light sources, templates) 

15 x 11 x 5 m 

2014

“Border” is primarily an experience, a sensory invitation that has the duration of the 

encounter with it. The project deconstructs the Spanish version of the quote by Guy 

Debord “It is allowed to appear only to the extent that it is not” into five fragments | 

Solamente | está permitido | aparecer | en lo que | no es | to generate speculation 

about the concept of limit. The artwork is an event that requires the presence of the 

viewer to appear. 

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/border

https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/border


 border



 lo propio

Telefonica Foundation, Santiago, Chile.

5 mini projectors (pvc tubes, LED light sources, templates)

70 x 12 x 15 m 

2013

Light Intervention placed in the south sidewalk of Providencia Avenue that proposes 

a fortuitous encounter between the pedestrian/spectator and an ephemeral work.

Five mini-projectors projects from the ceiling of the Telefonica’s Building onto the 

sidewalk, fragments of the Spanish version of Olu Oguibe’s quote (if the other lacks 

of shape, one´s own ceases to exists) | si | el otro | carece de forma | lo propio | 

deja de existir |. 

These fragments appear when the projection is intersected with the pedestrian’s 

shadow; the spectator is the detonator of the evanescent appearance that “Lo 

propio” is. The pace and the body identity become visible in the same frequency in 

which the work appears. It creates the emergence of the two-dimensional identity 

of the body in space, its shadow.

watch video → https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/lopropio

https://vimeo.com/camilalobosd/lopropio


 lo propio
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